
NASSAU BAY HOMES ASSOCIATION, INC. 

MONTHLY BOARD MEETING 

September 26, 2019 

 

In Attendance: Mike Stimpson, Pete Seroka, Phil Collins, Joshua Bott, Brad Hunter, Brad 

Landmann and Victor Kirklighter 

Visitors: Deborah Landmann, William Mattei, Frank Zamarron, Oliver and Kathy Huff, Jim 

Griffin, Jim Stoa, Barbara and Glenn Poche, Jim Leger, Diana Kilmer, Kay Hoffman, Becky 

Kadel, Becky Moncrief, Kathryn Hathaway, George Pontikos 

Open Session started at 6:00 p.m. 

Mike Stimpson, President 

Mike welcomed the visitors and guest speakers and invited visitors to speak about any NBHOA-

related matters they wanted to discuss. 

Hearing of visitors 

Jim Griffin, president of Excello Lift Homes, discussed Excello’s role in the upcoming round of 

home lifts to be performed and how to follow the proper procedure residents need to follow. 

Jim brought up that though Excello will be performing the home lift, they won’t be doing the 

finishing work on a home after the lift. The paperwork filed with the NBHOA for each home lift 

would lift Excello as the contractor, and Jim said this may be something we need to discuss 

further.  

Jim said that Excello welcomes any questions, comments and concerns residents may have, in 

order for them to help the town and provide thorough communication. 

A visitor suggested that after Excello performed their work on a home, the homeowner could 

sign off with the NBHOA to say that any further work will be completed by a second contractor. 

Pete brought up that the city had provided NBHOA with a list of the next round of home lifts, 

26, so the NBHOA crafted a letter for each of these properties, with an included ARA packet, 

outlining the required procedure residents are responsible for during home lifts. 

A visitor asked who is responsible for submitting the home lift ARA to the NBHOA, and Victor 

stated that the letter recommends that the homeowner deal directly with NBHOA themselves. 

Victor discussed the issues that arose during the last round of home lifts, where eight different 

cease and desists letters had to be sent out because homeowners did not file an ARA because 

their contractors said they already had, when this was not the case. 

Pete said he wants the board, visitors and Excello to be as communicative with each other as 

possible about home lift procedures, deadlines, fees, and any other questions any party may have. 

Diana Kilmer and Jim Leger had a discussion with the board about why their recently proposed 

ARA to construct a boat house was denied and asked what they can do to resolve this. The board 



said that he structure had extended too far into (15 ft.) Cow Bayou. Jim pointed out that there 

have been 8 previous boat lifts in his location that are doing what they are trying to construct, 

and four of those were approved by the NBHOA.  Diana and Jim said they have filed the proper 

paperwork and been approved by the other organizations such as the Texas Land Office, Harris 

County Flood Commission, etc. 

The board decides to discuss this matter in closed session and then report back to Diana and Jim 

with their decision, or next action item for them to complete. 

Mike let the visitors know that the board has decided to move forward with performing an audit, 

and the board is in the process of finding certified CPA’s that can perform this. 

A visitor said that a financial review would be a better approach, but Mike states that it has been 

brought to the board’s attention that our deed restrictions require an audit. The NBHOA is 

looking into what it would take to change the bylaws. 

Mike also gave an update on the process of the lawsuit towards our insurance company for the 

marina repair. Our law firm sent the NBHOA a draft of what the firm will be suing the company 

for. The matter will take approximately a year to be settled, but he is confident this will be a 

smooth process. 

Next meeting date 

The next meeting date will be October 17, 2019. 

Pete Seroka- Vice President 

Pete wanted to draw attention to the updated NBHOA website that’s been live for about 60 days 

and let visitors know that board members each have official NHBOA emails to efficiently assist 

residents.  

Pete also wanted to let visitors know that he’s been meeting with the Nassau Bay historian Ann 

Davidson, and he has been interested in putting together a presentation about Nassau Bay history 

on our website. 

Pete displayed a photo of a large, unsightly overflowing dumpster outside of the Colony Oaks 

apartments. He said that Colony Oak’s display of it has received many complaints over time, and 

soon this matter will be heading to court. 

Pete also displayed a photo of an unkempt, vacant lot in the neighborhood, and he said that this is 

a matter that the city and the NBHOA need to do what they can to maintain. 

Brad recommends that the board send a 209 letter to the owner listed of the lot. If the owner does 

not take care of it within ten days then we will hire a landscaping company to fix/clean the 

property up, and then send them a bill for services performed. If the customer does not pay the 

bill, then we would turn to our attorney to file a lien. 

Brad Hunter- Treasurer 



Brad said that for August HOA revenue we did good for this time of year, but we’re still a little 

bit behind on HOA income for the year. However, collection efforts are being made. Marina 

income is doing good. Monthly payroll has balanced out finally. We’re a little behind on our 

legal expenses for August, but year to date we’re doing fine. Pool operating expenses are right on 

budget, and marina expenses haven’t seen anything drastic.  

Brad said that we’re doing we’re doing really well in year to date spending. Also, our CPA has 

finished the balance sheet and made the correct journal entries.  

Joshua Bott- Marina 

Joshua said that all our slips are filled, and that all delinquent payments have been caught up. 

Joshua said that a tenant does have significant roof damage in his slip, and so Joshua is letting 

the tenant use his slip till it’s been repaired. The tenant said he is highly thankful for Joshua’s 

help, and he wants to make sure the board is making that slip damage repair a priority.  

Brad Landmann- Harbormaster 

Brad gave a presentation focusing on updates of his work at the marina thus far and a requested 

budget for marina improvement projects to be taken care of it in the future. Brad has performed 

landscaping, cleaning, removing debris, board and pump repair, and many other jobs at the 

marina. Some of his requested projects include replacing deck and office boards, restroom 

updates, the damaged slip roof, sealing cracks in seawall and replacing a rope rail. 

The total amount that these projects would cost would be $8300, which Brad Hunter said has 

already been included in the budget for next year. 

Phil wanted to make sure that safety concerns were being met, such as electrical equipment being 

completely sealed off. Jim Stoa requested that we place ladders in the marina, so that tenants can 

avoid slipping and falling. Pete is interested in putting Nassau Bay flags in the marina. The board 

also discussed whether there would need to be safety repairs around the boardwalk near the 

outside of the marina. 

The board agrees to look into providing Brad access to the marina email address, and the board 

tables a vote on listing Brad’s contact information on the website.  

A visitor wanted to know whether the instillation of a gate that would keep out marina tenants vs. 

non-tenants was still in discussion, and the board says it is still on their radar since they are in the 

midst of other projects currently. This is the same for the possibility of rebuilding the marina 

office/restrooms to be ADA-compliant and the future HOA office.  

Brad also wanted to ask the board if it’s the boat owner’s our NBHOA’s responsibility to make 

lift adjustments when a boat does not properly fit in a slip. Brad said he spoke with the company 

that does our boat lifts and this is not a service they perform as of now. Brad said he’d be willing 

to help with this, but he needs proper maintenance equipment and needs to be made aware. 

Phil Collins- Pool 



Phil said that the pool flooded due to tropical storm Imelda, so the pool has been closed to make 

sure that proper safety conditions are all met. The sump pumps also were having issues, but now 

these issues have been fixed. 

And with their being no further business to discuss, the Open Session was adjourned. A 

short break was taken before Closed Session began at 8:06 p.m. 

Complaints, Other Items 

A. Pete said he had an option for a CPA to do an audit, but Brad said that they are no 

certified to perform this audit. Brad and Pete do say they have other possible options for 

CPA’s. 

ARA’s 

A. Two previously approved ARA’s received official signatures. One was for stucco 

replacement and another was for replacing a patio cover.  

B. The board discussed denying a specific ARA for not having the proper documentation 

and permits needed for their project to show that it would change the grade of their lot 

which would subsequently lead to flooding for their neighbors. The board agrees to 

contact the city to find out if this homeowner was given a permit for their action.  

C. The board agrees to put one denied ARA for a boat house construction back into board 

consideration, and they have tabled an official approval/denial vote for a week once they 

have further analysis.  

 

At this time with their being no further business to discuss, Mike made the notion to 

adjourn the Closed Session which Phil seconds, and Closed Session ended. 

 

 

 

 


